
 

 

A sustainable approach to finance 

ESG and sustainable finance credentials 

The legal landscape on green and sustainable investment is constantly evolving, which means considered legal advice is vital. Our ESG lawyers can help 

you navigate the broad range of opportunities and benefits of including ESG strategies in your finance products and working capital arrangements. 
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Sustainability-linked loans 

Our global team have vast and varied experience acting for lenders, sponsors and borrowers on sustainability 

linked transactions in an array of industries, sectors and investments. We have a broad selection of drafting 

solutions and product structuring experience given our lengthy involvement with this product. Given the 

increasing requirement for industries previously not seen as “green” to engage with the transition to net zero, 

we are increasingly seeing this product used as a strategic lever as part of wider decarbonisation plans. 

 
Green and social loans 

Use of proceeds transactions continue to retain popularity and financial and wider societal benefits increasingly 

influence investment decisions. We have successfully implemented the first of their kind social loans in the 

social housing market and have advised on green loans for buildings featuring new technology and interacting 

with BREEAM and other certified ratings. 

 
Green, social, sustainability and sustainability linked (GSSS) bonds 

We have been at the forefront of the growth of sustainable and impact finance in global capital markets where 

the ESG investment movement began. We have worked on inaugural issuances on with bespoke functions, 

from conserving wildlife to care homes, to advance a number of sustainable objectives. 

 
ESG scoping 

The exponential growth of ESG and sustainable investing markets and products makes navigating the 

requirements and opportunities challenging. We can assist investors and corporates identify synergies and 

risks, formulate strategies and utilise their financing to accelerate their sustainable strategy. 

 
Principle and policy alignment review 

Before and during the investment, we can review and advise on alignment of the transaction documentation 

with market principles including LMA and ICMA sustainable finance guidance and provide recommendations to 

better demonstrate adherence. 
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Recent experience includes 

– advising a PLC on a £450m revolving credit facility in respect of its working capital 

requirements with a margin adjustment based on annual targets for the group’s CO2 output 

performance, measured annually 

– acting for HSBC UK Bank plc as original lender, arranger and sustainability coordinator in 

respect of advising on the inaugural £300m sustainability-linked revolving facility for RS Group 

plc (formerly Electrocomponents PLC) with targets linked to reduction in CO2 emissions, 

reduction of packaging intensity and increasing female representation in leadership 

– advising a borrower in respect of a £150m revolving social loan facility with a syndicate of 

three banks, with all amounts being utilised towards funding social projects and purposes 

consistent with the borrower’s social loan framework 

– advising a housing association on their debut £450m secured sustainability bond, to be used 

for specified social and/or green projects 

– advising an international real estate firm on implementing Green Bond framework for 

green note offering with proceeds being applied to eligible green projects 

– advising the developer and issuer on an issue of English law convertible mini-bonds to fund 

the development of up to 838MW of solar PV projects across Italy 

– advising Joules Group PLC on a bilateral sustainability-linked £25m revolving and £9m term 

facilities agreement with Barclays Bank PLC with targets linked to increased employee 

engagement, reduction of raw material usage and carbon intensity reduction in line with the 

Joules Group’s sustainability strategy 

– advising Pollen Street Capital in respect of a new £75m senior secured credit facility made 

available to Splend, a UK and Australia based vehicle subscription business 

– advising a Dutch listed TMT business on refinancing its EUR 150m sustainability-linked RCF 

with an accordion option, with targets linked to GHG and water use reductions 

– advising a major international bank as agent for a syndicate of lenders on a £150m 

multicurrency sustainability linked revolving credit facility with an accordion facility of up to 

£30m with targets linked to increasing both sales revenue from low-carbon products, and 

percentage of plastic processed from recycled sources 

– advising BNP Paribas on a £50m sustainability-linked revolving credit facility with targets 

linked to delivering an agreed number of unemployed residents into work or work based 

programmes. The loan is believed to be one of the first sustainability-linked loans in the social 

housing space 

– acting for Cranswick plc, a leading UK premium food producer supplier, in relation to its 

£250m sustainability-linked RCF with a club of five banks, with the margin being linked to 

targets relating to CO2 emissions, energy and water intensity 

– acting for DFS in respect of a £225m senior revolving credit facility with a syndicate of seven 

banks with targets covering sustainable sourcing practices for wood and leather, greenhouse 

gas emissions and diversity in workforce 

– advising a utilities company in relation to a £30m sustainability-linked loan, with targets 

linked to water quality and land use advising a borrower in respect of a £150m revolving facility 

with a syndicate of three banks, with all amounts being utilised towards funding social projects 

and purposes consistent with the borrower’s social loan framework 

– advising Pollen Street Capital on a senior-secured asset-backed debt facility to the 

all-inclusive electric vehicle subscription service Onto 

– advising a conservation entity in relation to a Wildlife Impact Bond, the world’s first pay for 

results financial instrument for species conservation 

– advising renewable energy company (as issuer) on the establishment of an innovative 

programme for the private placement of secured green bonds for financing solar projects in 

Latin America (including the first ever issue on TISE’s green bond segment for which Eversheds 

Sutherland was shortlisted for an award at the British Legal Awards 2018) 

 
 


